Vietnam 40 Years After the War by Sutton [from page 5]
1. Data from MAG Impact Assessment in Quang Tri, analyzing data between 2011 and 2013.

Disability-rights Campaign in Vietnam by Macauley and Holsinger [from page 12]
2. Controversy and legal battles have impeded research to estimate an accurate number of Vietnamese affected by Agent Orange. Approximately 4.8 million people lived in areas sprayed with dioxin defoliants during the war, and many of their children and grandchildren exhibit signs of toxicity. See Martin, Michael F. Vietnamese Victims of Agent Orange and U.S.-Vietnam Relations. Diane Publishing, 2010.

The Quang Tri Integrated Survey and Clearance Project by Guthrie and Stratton [from page 16]
4. Activities under the land release process include non-technical survey, technical survey and clearance.

Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation by Nguyen [from page 19]
6. According to Vietnamese law, the Ministry of Defense solely mandates demining through military units and military commercial de-mining companies.
7. The purpose of the land-release project is to pilot new survey and clearance approaches, and a better use of technology, to confront ERW contamination more efficiently.


The CISR website.
Your “GO TO” source for the latest news in ERW and Mine Action.
Bookmark it!
http://www.jmu.edu/cisr
MRE in Vietnam by Ta Yen [from page 25]


2. Ta Thi Hai Yen, email message to author, January 21, 2015.

Train-the-Trainer Trauma Care Program in Vietnam by Dang Quang [from page 28]

1. In Vietnam, this war is called the American War.

2. UXO Victim Data Section, Project of Provincial Coordination Database Unit in Quang Tri.


6. The study on injuries and prehospital first aid in Quang Tri province by Dr. Tran Kim Phung, former vice-director of Quang Tri Provincial Department of Health, and his colleagues, 2007.

Clearance at Cultural Heritage Sites by Aldrich, Fiederlein and Rosati [from page 30]


4. Foreign NGO clearance in Vietnam operates in Quang Tri province.

5. MRE in Vietnam by Ta Yen [from page 25]

6. Clearance at Cultural Heritage Sites by Aldrich, Fiederlein and Rosati [from page 30]


10. Information provided in an email message from MACCA to CISR on 30 January 2015.


Mine Clearance in Skallingen, Denmark: Protecting the Environment by Jebens [from page 37]


Impact of Flooding on Mine Action in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Serbia by Bajic, Ivelja, Hadzic, Balta, Skelac and Grujić [from page 43]


5. CTDI. “Mine action after the floods - regional synergy in emergency response, technology development and capacity building.” Regional project of mine action centers of Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbia, supported by Croatian Ministry for Foreign and European Affairs. HCR Centre for Testing, Development and Training Ltd. July 2014.


Mine Risk Education in Uganda by Akello [from page 50]


Distinctive Pattern Found in IED Survivors’ Brains by Stern [from page 52]


Female Demining Teams in Tajikistan by Nikolova [from page 53]

1. NPA’s female demining teams are in Albania, Angola, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Cambodia, Colombia, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Iraq, Jordan, Lao PDR, Lebanon, Mauritania, Montenegro, Mozambique, Myanmar, Somalia, South Sudan, Syria, Tajikistan, Thailand, Vietnam, Western Sahara and Zimbabwe.


4. Where mixed gender teams are impossible, NPA builds all-female teams, such as in Cambodia, Lebanon, Somalia, South Sudan and Tajikistan.


Developers Win Mobile Apps Challenges by Williamson [from page 56]


References


In Remembrance: Nazim Ismayilov [from page 58]


Forces Generated by the Free Fall of DEMICHAIN by Baras, Gautier, Goepfert, Hancy, Joeklé [from page 60]


References

1. The purpose of ARTID (Association de Recherches de Techniques Innovantes en Déminage Humanitaire), an association located in Saint-Louis, France, is to search and develop new demining techniques.
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